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GIOTTO MONO




Single-phase modular mixer pump for dry mix materials



GIOTTO MONO is a single-phase plastering machine ideal for dosing, mixing, pumping and spraying dry mix materials from bag or silo. Built with a modular bent trolled steel body, it’s equipped with a highly efficient geared motor and 3-speed frequency inverter. The wear and tear components are universal and interchangeable.
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MODULAR DESIGN
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Giotto Mono can be easly disassembled into 4 main parts, a modular concept that lowers installation and trasportation costs and enables the installation even in sites with difficult access.
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LOW ENERGY CONSUMPTION
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Equipped with an high quality three-speed frequency inverter, it can work even in low power supply conditions. 
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QUALITY CONSTRUCTION
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All components have been carefully selected to guarantee maximum reliability and long life.
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SIMPLE MAINTENANCE
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Easy access to all components for simple maintenance works.
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Brochure


Download brochure
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Video


Watch the machine on site





Watch all


































Applications


- Internal plasters: gypsum, gypsum-lime plaster


- External coatings: lime, lime/cement, ETICS and insulating plaster


- Self-levelling floor screeds


Versatility and easy maintenance


- Thanks to its special assembly, GIOTTO MONO delivers great performances with extremely low energy-consumption.


- Avec le variateur de fréquence à 3 vitesses on peut toujours régler le débit de projection


- It can be disassembled into parts to facilitate the transport on the floor
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Technical data

	

TECHNICAL DATA

	

SINGLE-PHASE  


	
Power supply tension	
230 V
	
Auxiliary control tension	
24 V
	
Electric motor	
3,0 kW plaster pump - 0,25 kW cell hopper pump
	
Worm pump	
Turbosol D5 2,5 Eco
	
Max. aggregate size	
4 mm
	
Theorical output [*] 	
13 - 16 - 18 l/min
	
Max. workin pressure	
 40 bar
	
Diaphragm compressor   	
210 l/min - 0,52 kW
	
Water pump	
45 l/min - 0,37 kW
	
Hopper capacity 	
110 l
	
Delivery distance [*] 	
20 m
	
Delivery height [*] 	
10 m
	
Filling height	
99 cm
	
Delivery manifold	
Ø 25 mm
	
Size (L x W x H) 	
115 x 65 x 147 cm
	
Weight	
247 kg



[*]  The data indicated are theoretical and depend on the quality and consistency of the materials to be used wear and tear of the pump and the diameter of the hoses. The performance in distance and height can not be reached simultaneously.
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Gun for ready-mixed plasters
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Spray gun for ready-mixed platers 
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Deflectors for ready-mixed plaster gun
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Diversi diametri da 7 fino a 16 mm
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Pressure Measuring Device
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Pressure Measuring Device
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LIGHT WEIGHT MATERIALS
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Mixer for light weight materials
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STANDARD MIXER
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Mixer for ready-mixed materials 
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TURBO MIXER
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Turbo mixer
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Washing Sponge Ø60 mm
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Washing Sponge Ø60 mm



















For further info


For further information about this product or our whole range of machines 


Visit our Blog Request info
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WORKING HOURS:

From Monday to Friday:

08:00 - 12:00 / 14:00 - 18:00
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